
HOUSE No. 1186

Office op the State Depaktment of Health,

To the General Court of Massachusetts.
By the provisions of chapter 52 of the Resolves of the year 1917 the

State Department of Health is directed to investigate the feasibility
and probable cost of draining the low and marsh lands along the lower
reaches of the Neponset River and the shores of Quincy Bay to the
end that the nuisance and danger of mosquitoes may be abated and
the public health conserved. The resolve is as follows;-—

Resolved, That the state department of health is hereby authorized and di-
rected to make an investigation of the feasibility and probable cost of draining
and improving the low and marsh land along the lower reaches of the Neponset
river and the shores of Quincy bay, to the end that the nuisance and danger of
mosquitoes may be abated and the public health conserved, and to report the
results of its investigation to the next general court on or before the tenth day of
January, together with drafts of such bills to effect such work as the department
may recommend. The department may expend in carrying out the provisions
of this resolve a sum not exceeding two thousand dollars.

In accordance with the requirements of this resolve, the Department
has caused the marsh lands referred to in the resolve to be surveyed
and their general condition determined, and, having caused also the
question of the breeding of mosquitoes in these lands to be investi-
gated, presents herewith its report.

The portion of the Neponset River referred to in the resolve is that
which is affected by the tide and extends from Milton Lower Mills to
the mouth of the river at Commercial Point, a distance of about 4
miles. The surveys have included, in addition to the lands bordering
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the river, the low lands adjacent to the Quincy shore as far south as
the Wollaston Yacht Club.

The results of these surveys show that the marsh lands within the
limits described cover a total area of 969 acres in the cities of Boston
and Quincy and the town of Milton. The area included in each muni-
cipality is shown in the following table:

Area (in Acres) of Marsh in
Total
Area.Locality

Milton. Quincy. Boston

Between MiltonLower Mills and Granite Avenue, . 138.66 - 83.89 222.55
Between Granite Avenue and Neponset Avenue, . 62.88 132.53 94.52 289.93
Between Neponset Avenue (in Boston) and Hancock - 401.14 55.02 456.16

Street (in Quincy).

Total area 201.54 533.67 233.43 968.64

The elevation of these marshes ranges from 9.3 feet above Boston
city base (0.64 of a foot below mean low water) to 11.9 feet. About
938 acres, or 97 per cent, of the area, however, are included between
elevations 10.5 and 11.5 above Boston city base. The areas at differ-
ent elevations and in various sections of the marshes are she wn in the
following table;

- —*-

Area (in Acres) of Marsh ,

T Totallocality. At Between Between Between Between Area.
evation 10 10.5 11 11.5

9.3. and 10.5. and 11. and 11.5. and 11.9.

Between MiltonLower Mills and Granite
AVenue:

North side of river (Boston), .

- - 4.66 75.70 3.53 83.89
South side of river (Milton), . . - - - 120.99 17.67 138.66

Between Granite Avenue and Neponset
Avenue: _

North sideof river (Boston), . . - - 88.05 6.47 - 94.52

South side of river (Milton), .
. - - 50.25 12.63 - 62.88

South side of river (Quincy), . . - - 123.16 9.37 - 132.53

Below Neponset Avenue (Boston), . - - 55.02 - , - 55.02

Below Hancock Street (Quincy):

North of boulevard and west of East - ~ 195.04 114.16 r - 309.20
Squantum Street.

North of boulevard and east of East -
- /3.J0 '3.90

South'© 1/boulevard,
.... 2.35 4.68 7.89 0.99 2.13 18.04

TotalS( 2.35 4.68 597.97 340.31 23.33 968.64

Per cent, of total area, .... 0.2 0.4 61.8 35.- -.4 JJ 100.0
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These marshes are covered with the usual salt-marsh vegetation and
are traversed by creeks and waterways, which have sharp, well-defined
banks. Some of the creeks are outlets for very considerable areas of
upland watershed tributary to this portion of the river. The banks of
the river are also well defined, and, while the bottoms of the creeks are
exposed at low tide, the surface of the water in the main channel of the
river above Neponset bridge at low water has an area of about 50 per
cent, of the area of the water surface at high tide. The ownership of
most of the marshes is private, but large areas at the upper and lower
ends are under public or quasi-public ownership, including in the latter
class the extensive area now being developed in these marshes for the
“Victory Destroyer Plant,” so called, of the Fore River Ship Building
Company.

The lands in public ownership are controlled almost wholly by the
Metropolitan Park Commission and lie for the most part in the upper
portion of the marshes adjacent to Milton Lower Mills. Of the 222.55
acres of low and marsh lands lying between Milton Lower Mills and
Granite Avenue, 214.36 acres, or 96 per cent., are under the control of
the Metropolitan Park Commission. The area controlled for the pur-
poses of the destroyer plant, which lies on the southerly side of the
river near its mouth, is approximately 290 acres, much of which is
already being developed.

A large p art of the area of these marshes has already been drained
and improved by ditching for the purpose of preventing the breeding
of mosqliitoe.. In order to ascertain to what extent the drains already
in existence have proved efficient for this purpose, the Department
called to its assistance Prof. C. T. Brues, entomologist of Harvard
University, to investigate the present condition of the marshes in re-
gard to the breeding of mosquitoes. The report of Professor Brues is
appended hereto. His report shows tha+ in these marshes the salt-
marsh mosquito is breeding abundantly in many widely separated
places, but usually in spots where the natural drainage of the marsh is
unsatisfactory or has been interfered with. Where ditching has been
done, mosquito larvse are almost entirely absent and no larvae were
found in pools stocked with small fish.

The results of the investigation as a whole show clearly that where
efficient ditching exists mosquitoes do not breed in these marshes.
The ditching already done extends throughout the greater part of the
marshes, and, while the ditches have been dug for some time and
apparently have received but very little care, they are operating satis-
factorily in most places at the present time, and very little work would
be required to maintain them in proper condition. As stated by Pro-
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lessor Brues, mosquitoes are still breeding in many places in these
marshes, usually in small areas, and it is evident that the further
breeding of mosquitoes can largely be prevented by more thorough
ditching, especially in the areas in which no ditches have yet been
constructed, though a certain amount of supplementary ditching will
be required in areas in which suitable drains already exist.

The character of the ditching required is indicated by the ditches
already constructed in previous years. These ditches were probably
originally 8 to 10 inches wide and about 30 inches in depth below the
surface of the marsh. They are spaced irregularly, the spaces between
the ditches varying from perhaps 50 to GO feet to over 200 feet in
some places. In areas in which ditches have already been provided it
will be necessary only to clear the existing ditches and excavate new
ones in more appropriate locations. In order to provide access to sec-
tions of the marsh between the ditches, so that owners may remove the
hay therefrom, it will be necessary to construct at least one crossing
on each ditch, which can best be done by laying a tile pipe in the
bottom and refilling the ditch to the surface of the marsh with exca-
vated material.

The estimated cost of the proper ditching of these marshes, including
the crossings, in the three municipalities in which the marshes lie is
shown in the following table, which does not include the area now
being developed for the “Victory Destroyer Plant.” The treatment of
this area cannot be determined upon until the extent and character of
the development is more definitely known.

Area
City or Town. Drtching Total Cost. Cost per Acre.

(Acres).

Boston, 177.4 $2,877 20 $l6 22
Milton, 201.5 3,432 00 17 03
Quincy, 312.9 6,307 20 20 16

Total and average, 691.8 $12,616 40 $lB 24

The above estimate is based on the assumption that the work will be
done as one contract.

There are certain areas in which the conditions are at present ob-
jectionable which will probably soon require further improvement than
ditching alone to maintain them in proper condition. These areas are
found mostly north of the river in the city of Boston and consist of
numerous small parcels lying for the most part east of Neponset Ave-
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nue and south of Preston Street. Portions of the former marsh lands
in this region have already been filled with city waste and other por-
tions are now being used as dumps for that purpose. It is probable
that the best plan of filling these areas will be to continue the practice
now followed and use them as places of disposal for ashes and other
city waste of kinds which' may reasonably be disposed of in this way.
These dumps are often sources of serious nuisance, but by care in their
maintenance there is no reason why objectionable conditions should
result. The quantity of material required to fill the low areas in the
city of Boston to grade 14.5 is estimated at about 600,000 cubic yards,
and as this work can be done gradually with city waste if the dumps
are maintained in proper condition and drains in the low areas are
properly kept up, it would probably not be necessary to secure filling
elsewhere. The waterways in these areas, however, should be opened
up and properly maintained until they are filled and other channels
for the drainage have been provided.

The other areas which will require other treatment than ditching to
effect their satisfactory improvement are those lying in the city of
Quincy south and west of the metropolitan boulevard between Han-
cock Street and the Wollaston Yacht Club. There are numerous small
areas in this section the drainage of which has been cut off and upon
which water now stands, and mosquitoes breed in great numbers.
These areas can be improved temporarily by efficient drains, so that
water will not stand upon them after high courses of tides or periods
of heavy rain. The level of most of them, however, is quite low and
to maintain them satisfactorily it is probable that it will eventually be
necessary to fill at least a considerable number of them. It is probable,
however, that the cost of this work will be too great to attempt its
being undertaken at the present time, and the areas lie at too great a
distance from the thickly settled portion of Quincy to make it prac-
ticable to fill them with city waste. The total quantity of filling re-
quired to fill these areas to grade 14.5, or the level of all but the most
extreme tides, would be a little less than 80,000 cubic yards.

In view of the present conditions it is impracticable to estimate the
cost of this work. The material might be obtained by hauling it in on
the railroad, which would probably be impracticable at the present
time. It might also be obtained by dredging from the flats east of the
boulevard.

In the opinion of the Department, the ditching of the marsh lands
in the region covered by the resolve for the removal of the nuisance
and danger from mosquitoes is essential for the protection of the public
health and comfort in the region about them, and the Department
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recommends that the necessary ditching be undertaken at the earliest
practicable time. It would probably be best that the work required in
these marshes be done by the municipality in which the marshes are
situated. Much of this work has already been done in many places in
the State, including large areas in these marshes, and there appears to
be no necessity for special legislation to enable the municipalities to
make such improvements.

The Department further recommends that adequate provision be
made, as soon as the drainage is completed, for the proper maintenance
of all drains, crossings and connections of drains with the river or the
principal creeks. The work of maintaining the drains should be car-
ried out in each year, since such drains, unless properly cared for, are
likely soon to become obstructed and thus inefficient. The cost of
proper maintenance of such drains is likely to be small.

a. j. McLaughlin,
Commissioner of Health.

order of the State Department of Health
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REPORT ON MOSQUITO PREVALENCE AND BREEDING
PLACES IN THE MARSHES OF THE LOWER NEPONSET
RIVER.

C. T. BEUES, PHOFESSOR OF ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY, HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

The examination detailed below was made Aug. 7, 1917, and covered
the marshy areas adjacent to the Neponset River below Lower Mills,
the marshes of Squantum and the marshy areas adjacent to the Quincy
Parkway from Neponset to Wollaston Beach. It was made primarily
to ascertain approximately the size and disposition of the areas where
the salt-marsh mosquito (Aedcs (Culex sollicitans) ) is breeding, to find
out if other mosquitoes were breeding there and to determine to what
extent drainage by ditching might be feasible.

The Salt-marsh Mosquito (Aedes sollicitans)
The only mosquitoes encountered on the wing were the salt-marsh

species; they were generally abundant, although much more so in the
Squantum marshes and in several other places not far from their
breeding grounds. Since this species regularly migrates for long dis-
tances, the mosquitoes bred in any of these areas may be expected
periodically to annoy residents in the surrounding districts.

A considerable portion of the meadows have been ditched with some
regularity and these portions were found to be entirely free from
larvae, as the drainage from the ditches is sufficient to prevent the re-
tention of the water from high tides in any adjacent depressions. In a
few places pools of considerable size persist, but these are in the main
stocked with small fish and none contained developing mosquito larvae.
The fish are barred minnows (Fundulus heteroclitus), an abundant
species in this locality. They attain a length of 4 inches or more, but
all found in the pools were only an inch or two in length. They nor-
mally feed greedily on mosquito larvae and other insects, and are un-
doubtedly the cause for the absence of larvae in so many of the pools.

In spite of the irregularity of the ditching and the natural drainage
streams, there appear to be no natural breeding grounds, at least none
of any considerable extent, in the swampy areas on either side of the
river above the Neponset bridge. There is one exception to this state-
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ment, a small area adjacent to the factory of the Hallet & Davis
Piano Company along the north side and near a wooded knoll back of
the river. Several other areas were found to be stocked with larvae of
the salt-marsh mosquito, but in all other cases their presence was due
to irregularities in the surface of the ground caused by the dumping of
refuse, road building, railroad embankments, or the like, which have
interfered with the natural flow of the tidal water.

At the place mentioned near the piano factory there were many
larvae in shallow water more or less concealed by grass in the meadow.
Just below this and separated from the river by the new boulevard
now under construction was another area of the same type, with many
larvae. This area is due to a backing up of the water caused by the
road and by a house that is being built near by. Lower down and
farther inland is a swampy area drained by a natural tidal stream
which passes under the railroad. This area is well supplied with fish,
but in certain portions the shallow water is well overgrown by grass.
Here there are large quantities of salt-marsh mosquito larvse. No
other breeding grounds were detected on this side of the river.

' On the south shore of the river are perhaps an equal number of small
breeding grounds, due in the same way to artificial barriers to drain-
age. In the marsh well removed from the river along the Granite
Avenue road some larvse were found, in this case to the east of the
road. Here they were breeding in shallow water which had not drained
out on account of the road, since there were practically none on the
other side of the road. Lower down along the line of the railroad are
a number of small breeding areas due mainly to interference with the
original drainage caused by the railroad, although one or two near
Neponset appear to be natural. Several of these spots were teeming
with larvse, those nearer the river concealed by grass and some next
the railroad in the open.

The marshy portion of Squantum is divided by the road which leads
to the aviation field, and has been ditched to some extent, especially
on the west side of the road. The tidal flow over the marsh on the
west side appears to be better, and the shallow pools are well stocked
with fish. This part is practically free from larvse. To the east, how-
ever, there is one considerable area just to the south of the elevation
near the aviation field where larvse were present in great abundance.
Adult mosquitoes were extremely numerous here also. This is un-
doubtedly the breeding ground for the mosquitoes that annoy the
men employed at the aviation field. The low marshy neck between
Squantum and the mainland is well flooded and drained by the tides
and offers no breeding places. It appears that the mosquito-producing
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areas of Squantum might easily be reduced or eradicated by a small
amount of ditching.

Where the Quincy Boulevard leaves Neponset Street and curves
southward to follow the Wollaston beach there are a number of small
pools W'here larvae are breeding more or less freely. These are not all
salt-marsh mosquitoes, as Aedes cantator occurs here also in the same
brackish water. Some of the water along the boulevard is on the ocean
side near the Neponset Street end, but farther down it is restricted to
the inland side and here is evidently due to the lack of drainage
caused by the raised boulevard. Just beyond the beach there are
some fresh-water pools west of the boulevard, but these contained no
mosquito larvae.

Aedes Cantator.
As mentioned above larvae of this mosquito were found along the

Quincy Parkway, in one part of the marsh on the ocean side. As this
species is often more abundant earlier in the season, it is possible that
it may have been present in greater numbers previous to the time of
the present examination. Its breeding habits are practically the same
as those of Aedes sollicitans, and it is also a migratory form in the
winged stage and is said to restrict its biting more to the evening than
sollicitans.

Culex Salinarius.
In the lower Neponset district this mosquito was collected in only

one locality, in a ditch along the railroad back of the cemetery west
of Granite Avenue and in a discarded pail containing water on the
cemetery dump near by. It probably does not occur in any numbers
along this part of the river.

In the Neponset salt marshes the salt-marsh mosquito is breeding
abundantly in many widely separated places, usually in spots where
the natural drainage of the marsh has been interfered with. These are
filled by the high tides and the water remains long enough to rear a
brood of larvae. Where ditching has been done, larvae are almost en-
tirely absent, and even where pools are stocked with small fish no
larvae occur. The fish do not occur to any extent in the pools con-
taining a thick growth of grass, and these are the ones most generally
stocked with larvae. The ditching and natural drainage streams carry-
ing the tidal flow and the small fish together prevent the breeding of
mosquitoes in the marsh close to the sides of the river above the
Neponset Street bridge.

Summary.
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